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Introduction

Deliverables:

● Gold-standard dialogue 
consisting of several scenarios

Methods:

● 3 surveys completed by workers 
on MTurk



Methods

Survey 1

● Varying competence/warmth

Survey 2

● Testing different personas

Survey 3

● Testing different types of dialogue along specific persona



Results: Survey 1

● Some results agreed with the conceptual metaphors study…
○ High warmth/high competence and low warmth/low competence were perceived as expected

● ...and some did not
○ Higher levels of warmth than expected perceived for low warmth/high competence

○ High warmth/low competence perceived as frustrating and not particularly friendly

● Takeaways
○ Users may have lower expectations for warmth for virtual assistants in the first place

○ Users strongly value high competence for task-oriented dialogue



Results: Survey 2

● Friend persona was most positively received overall



Results: Survey 3 (example)



Results: Survey 3

● Upbeat vs. calm tone
○ Split exactly 50-50, so we included both versions

○ Upbeat supporter: “I really felt like the virtual assistant cared.”

○ Calm supporter: “Seems more like a human. Less of a canned motivation speech like [the upbeat 

agent].,”

● Follow-up question vs. no follow-up
○ 70% in favor of follow-up, so we included follow-up

○ Follow-up supporter: “I like that it asks a question about why this happened so it can give better 

advice.”



● Ask before giving info vs. no ask
○ 65% in favor of ask-first, so we included ask-first

○ Ask-first supporter: “I liked that there was more dialogue in [the ask-first agent]. I would feel 

more motivated with [the ask-first agent].”

○ No ask supporter: “[The no ask agent] gave me basically the same information, but was more 

concise.”

● Does reaffirming the user’s success have a beneficial effect?
○ 100% felt positive emotions (vs. neutral or negative) after seeing agent’s response

○ 100% felt more motivated to continue their diet (vs. less motivated) after seeing agent’s 

response

○ Unanimous yes, so we included reaffirmation

Results: Survey 3



Discussion

Changes to final dialogue based on data from surveys

● Included both calm and upbeat tones

● Utilized follow-up question

● Replace initial negative-sounding language

● Utilized ask-first before delivering information

● Modified agent’s utterance to be more concise and to contain a more specific and actionable 

suggestion



Discussion

Limitations

● Passive, third-person responses
● Pre-written dialogues
● Survey design 



Conclusion

● Problem space
○ Virtual assistant personalities

● Results
○ Final gold-standard dialogue for healthy eating agent, iterated based on user feedback from our 

three surveys

● Future work
○ Implement in a quantitative neural network-based model

○ Subsequent user testing with participants in a first-person perspective



Final Gold-Standard 
Dialogue

Click here for our final gold-standard dialogue

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1KS62yNJPuLY-guQjkAd30l5Jc1zUPyPDjvfBbJfDapE/edit?usp=sharing


Thank you!
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